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Directions: Choose the most appropriate word to complete the sentence.

1. The equipment in this room is very expensive. Please do not touch ________.
a) something
b) anyone
c) anything
d) everything
2. The news reached the two brothers and _______ made _______ happy.
a) it, them
b) they, it
c) we, them
d) he, it
3. Your dress was the ________ one I ever saw.
a) beautiful
b) as beautiful as
c) more beautiful
d) most beautiful
4. Grandma _______ us a story.
a) tell
b) told
c) telling
d) none
5.________ the tiny bits of paper lying on the floor.
a) pick out
b) pick down
c) pick away
d) pick up
6. The earth _________ around the sun.
a) has moved
b) revolves
c) had moved
d) is moving
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Directions: Choose the correct option.
7. There are so many Changs in China. It is a ________ name.
a) popular
b) good
c) notorious
d) uncommon
8.Those who are not members of the army.
a) natives
b) visitors
c) refugees
d) civilians
9. My friend is a writer who ________ children s stories.
a) written
b) has written
c) writing
d) wrote
10.Look! The water __________.
a) Has flowed
b) flows
c) is flowing
d) has flowed
11. Purab was ____ that he would surely pass his exams.
a) happy
b) hoping
c) confident
d) clear
12. My dad got a gift for ________.
a) Fathers, Day
b) Father s Day
c) Fathers Day
d) Father s, Day
13. Which word is not a synonym of summit ?
a) vertex
b) crest
c) nadir
d) zenith
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14. Which word is the synonym for throw ?
a) toss
b) send
c) caught
d) clear
15. Which sentence is grammatically correct sentence?
a) I fell as if my heads on fire.
b) We will go home after finishing off an our job.
c) The cake could have been burned black.
d) It people drove more carefully, there would be fewer accidents.
Directions: Read the following poem and answer questions from 16 to 20.
When I was just as far as I could walk
From here today, there was an hour all still
When leaning with my head against a flower
I heard you talk.
Don t say I didn t, for I heard you say…
You spoke from that flower on the window-sill
Do you remember what it was you said?
First tell me what it was you thought you heard.
Having found the flower and driven a bee away,
I leaned on my head
And holding by the stalk,
I listened and thought I caught the word…
What was it? Did you call me by my name?
Or did you say…
Someone said Come – I heard it as I bowed.
I may have thought as much, but not aloud.
Well, so I came.
16. The conversation is most probably between.
a) two flowers
b) a man and a flower
c) a bee and a flower
d) two friends
17. What was the word that was heard?
a) the name of the friend
b) the word flower
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c) the word come
d) now word was spoken
18. Why did the poet come?
a) his friend called
b) his friend wanted him to come
c) he came by habit
d) he always walked there

19. What is the opposite of still as used in the poem.
a) immobile
b) noisy
c) not free
d) not busy
20. Where was the word spoken.
a) by the road-side
b) in the garden
c) by the window-sill
d) at the gate
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